, absenteeism (Firth &Britton, 1989; Spector,1997) , and job performance and organizational citizenship behaviour (Cropanzano,Rupp, &Byrne,2003) .Inrecent years, organizational scholars have recognizedthat it is particularly critical to study the well-being of service employees (e.g. Cascio,1995 Cascio, , 2003 Parker,Wall, &Cordery, 2001) . Acrosso ccupationals ectors, burnout is the most prevalent among human service employees (Maslach,S chaufeli, &L eiter, 2001 ). In addition to harming their health, burnout undermines the abilityo fs ervice employees to protecta nd promote human well-being by providing health care, lawe nforcement, transportation, and many other services (Halbesleben &Buckley,2004) .Thisproblem is especiallysignificant given that the vast majority of employees in Europeana nd American workforces now perform service jobs, and the service sector continues to have the highestrate of job growth of all sectorsinboth Europe and the United States(Bureau of LaborStatistics, 2001; European Commission, 2004) .
Researchershave discovered that burnout is particularly common in servicejobs as a result of chronic exposure to emotionally intenseworkwith people (Dormann &Zapf, 2004; Maslach &J ackson, 1981; Zapf, 2002) and 'frequent and intense client-patient interactions' (Lee &A shforth, 1996: 123) that bring about as eries of interpersonal stressors ( Maslach, 1 976) . Researchersh ave learned ag reat deala bout these stressors, which include high job demands coupled with low control and alack of social support, emotionr egulation requirements, and difficult, frustrating social interactions (for reviews, see Cordes&Dougherty,1 993; Halbesleben &B uckley, 2004; Maslach et al., 2001; Zapf, 2002) .
An important interpersonal stressor that contributes to decreased well-being in service occupations is the experience of harming the beneficiaries of one'swork-the very people employees' jobs are designed to help (Molinsky &M argolis, 2005) . For example, researchers have shown that physicians experience distress after causing medical errorst hat harmp atients (Gallagher,W aterman, Ebers, Fraser,&Levinson, 2003; Halpern, 2001; Hammer,1985) ,and firefightersexperience considerable guilt as a result of doingh armr athert han good to fire victims ( Fullerton, McCarroll, Ursano, & Wright, 1992) . However,e xisting researchp rovides little theoretical and practical insighti nto what organizations can do to enable servicee mployees to cope with the sometimes inevitable harmt heyd ou ntoo thers.T he purpose of this article is to empiricallye xamine the relationshipsb etween the experiences of harming others, benefiting others, and job satisfaction and burnout in service work. We seekt o theoretically develop and empirically test the hypothesis that the well-being costs of harming otherscan be offset by the experience of benefiting others,and to examine a psychological mechanism that may account fort his pattern. To do so, we conducted two studies of transportation service employees, secretaries and high school teachers. Our results suggest that the experience of benefiting othersm ay protect service employees against the decreased job satisfaction and increased burnout associated with the experience of harming others.
Perceived impact
Although psychologists and organizationals cholarsh avee xtensively studied behaviourst hat affect others, existing researchf ocuses on the targets of the behavioursr ather than the actors themselves. Recently,s cholarsh ave begun to fill this gap by callinga ttentiont ot he importance of employees' perceptions of the impacto ft heir actions on othersf or affecting their own well-being (Grant, in press; Molinsky&M argolis, 2005) . To capture these perceptions, scholars have defined perceived impacta st he judgment that one'sa ctions have consequences fort he welfare of other people (Grant, 2007) . However,t his definition fails to specify the valence of the consequences foro ther people -w hether theya re beneficial or harmful. We distinguish between these two perceptions by defining perceived prosocial impact as the subjective experienceo fb enefiting othersa nd perceived antisocial impact as the subjective experience of harming others. This definition implies that the two constructs share af ocus on social impact and perceptions. Af ocus on social impact is important because social impact signifiest he meaning that people attach to their behavioursa sm attering in the social world (e.g. Elliott, Colangelo,&Gelles,2 005; Paine, 2003) . Af ocus on perceptions is important because perceptions are the lens through which employees process,a ppraise and makes ense of their experiences (e.g.S mith &E llsworth, 1985) , and workplace events influence employee well-being by affecting employees' perceptions (e.g.H ackman &O ldham, 1976; Sonnentag&Zijlstra, 2006; Weiss &C ropanzano, 1996) .B ecauseo ccupational, organizational and nationalc ulturesv aryi nt heir conceptualizations of benefita nd harm( e.g.F ineman, 2006), differente mployees may perceivet he samea ctions in different ways. In light of the centrality of perceptions in sensemaking and wellbeing, as well as the social constructiono fb enefit and harm, employees' perceptions of the impact of their actions on others-rather than the objective impact of their actions on others-are worthy of study.
Although it may initially appear that the two constructs are opposite poles of one continuum, we predicted that perceived prosocial and antisocial impacts lie on separate continua, much like positive and negative emotions (e.g. Cacioppo &Berntson, 1994) .Webased this prediction on researchindicatingthat perceptions of positivity and negativity in interpersonal relationships are independent, rather than mutually exclusive (e.g. Finch, Okun, Barrera,Zautra, &Reich, 1989) . This researchshowsthat people do perceives ome interpersonal relationships as uniformlyp ositive and beneficial, and other relationshipsa su niformly negative and detrimental. However,p eople perceive many interpersonal relationships as being simultaneouslyb eneficial and detrimental, and other relationships as having no benefits or drawbacks (Uchino, Holt-Lunstad, Smith, &B loor,2 004; Uchino, Holt-Lunstad, Uno, &F linders, 2001) .T hesefi ndings suggest that rather than judging interpersonal relationships as either beneficial or detrimental, people form separate perceptions of interpersonal relationships as beneficial and/or detrimental.
Applying this logic to experienceso fb enefiting and harming others, there are at least two ways in which perceptions of prosocial and antisocial impact can vary independently (Molinsky&M argolis, 2005) .F irst, employees often carry out actions that simultaneously benefit and harmo thers.F or example, whenanurse gives a vaccine to ac hild, the child benefits from the inoculation but may be harmed emotionallya nd physicallyb yt he pain of the shot. Second,e mployees can perceive prosocial impact in some experiences, events, activities and interactions, and perceivea ntisocial impact in othere xperiences, events, activities and interactions. For example, an emergency room physician mayp erceivep rosocial impact after savingapatient'sl ife one afternoon and perceivea ntisocial impacta fter losing another patient later in the week. As such, employees' perceptions of prosocial and antisocial impact may drawo nd ifferent experiences. Employees can thereby be described by one of four perceived impact profiles, representations of their combined perceptions of antisocial and prosocial impact: low perceived impact( low antisocial, low prosocial), aversive perceived impact( high antisocial, low prosocial), beneficial perceived impact (low antisocial, high prosocial) and conflicted perceived impact (high antisocial, high prosocial). We thus predict that perceptions of prosocial and antisocial impact occupys eparate continua. Hypothesis 1. Perceived prosocial impact and perceived antisocial impact are distinct perceptions, rather than twop oles of one continuum.
Perceived impact and well-being
Employee well-being referstothe quality of subjective experience at work(e.g. Danna& Griffin, 1999).T he two indicatorso fw ell-being in this research, job satisfaction and burnout,lie at the positive and negative ends of the subjective experience continuum, respectively( e.g. Pomaki,M aes, &t er Doest, 2004; Zapf, 2002) . Job satisfaction is defined as 'an evaluativej udgment ::: about one'sj ob or job situation' (Weiss, 2 002, pp. 175 ; see also Spector,1997) . To define burnout, the influentialresearchofMaslach and colleagues has advanced at ripartite conceptualization of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and reduced efficacy( e.g. Maslach et al.,2 001), where emotional exhaustioni st he experience of low energy and fatigue, depersonalization is the experience of cynicism and psychological distancing from interpersonal relationships and reduced efficacyi st he experience of decreased personal accomplishment. However,there exists adebate as to whether reduced efficacy is adimension of burnout or an antecedent or consequence of burnout (e.g. Best,S tapleton, &D owney, 2005; Halbesleben &B uckley,2 004; Kalliath, 2000; Shirom, 1989 Shirom, , 2003 . In light of metaanalyses suggesting that emotional exhaustion and depersonalization are the core dimensions of burnout (Lee &Ashforth, 1996) , and evidence that reduced efficacy may be more appropriately modelled as ac onsequence of these two dimensions (Cordes, Dougherty, &Blum,1997) ,wefocus on emotional exhaustion and depersonalization as indicatorso fb urnout.
Perceived antisocial impact and well-being We predicted that perceived antisocial impact is negatively associated with wellbeing. Harming othersc onstitutes av iolation of the moral order of Westerns ocieties (e.g. Eisenberg, 2000; Haidt, 2001; Milgram, 1974; Schwartz&Bardi, 2001 ) and typicallyc ausese mployeest oe xperiencep sychological distress, guilt and performance anxiety (Folger &S karlicki, 1998; F ullerton et al.,1 992; Gallagher et al.,2 003; Kets de Vries &B alazs, 1997; Molinsky &M argolis, 2005) .I ns ervice occupations, employees'c ore goals and objectives are defined in terms of helping others. When service employees perceivea ntisocial impact, theya re aware that they have harmed the veryp eople their jobs ared esigned to help. Perceived antisocial impacti st hus likely to be associated with decreased job satisfaction and increased burnout.
We derived the logic fort he linkageb etween perceived antisocial impact and decreased job satisfaction from attribution theory( e.g. Heider,1 958; McGraw, 1987) . Attribution theorys uggests that when employees feel that theyh ave harmed others, theyexperience cognitivedissonance about violating personal, occupationaland social standards, and seek to externalizeresponsibilityfor the harm (Folger &Skarlicki, 1998; Weiner, 1985) . Theycan do so by blaming their jobs;assuch, theyare likely to feel less satisfied with jobs that require them to harmo thers. Accordingly,a ttributiont heory suggests that when employees perceivea ntisocial impact, theys eek to make external attributions forthe noxious experience of causing harm. By attributing the harmtothe nature of their jobs, employees are able to justify their personal actions,but cometofeel dissatisfied working in jobs that requiret hem to cause harm. Hypothesis 2a. Perceived antisocial impact is negatively associated with job satisfaction.
We derived the logic fort he linkageb etween perceived antisocial impact and increased burnout from theorya nd researcho ne motional experience in harmdoing (e.g. Kets de Vries &B alazs, 1997; Molinsky&Margolis, 2005) ,w hich shows that the experience of harming othersi sa ssociated with bothe motional exhaustion and depersonalization. For example,r esearch indicates that physicians andn urses experience stress, depression and trauma symptoms as ar esult of making medical errors, such as incorrect diagnoses and medication administration, that undermine patienthealth rather than improving it (e.g. Borrell-Carriö &E pstein, 2004; Casarett & Helms, 1999; Rassin, Kanti, &S ilner,2 005) . Specifically,h arming othersp rompts employees to experience guilt; attempts to manage these emotions, combined with anxiety about causing further harm, bring about feelings of emotional exhaustion (Kets de Vries &B alazs, 1997; Molinsky&M argolis, 2005) . Moreover,i no rder to protect themselves from these feelings, employees seek out psychological distance and detach themselves from interpersonal relationships, resulting in as ense of depersonalization (Folger &Skarlicki, 1998; Molinsky&Margolis, 2005) . Based on these lines of reasoning, We predicted that perceived antisocial impact is negativelya ssociated with job satisfaction and positivelya ssociated with burnout. The moderating role of perceived prosocial impact We now turntoour central hypothesis that the experience of benefiting othersprotects employees against the well-being costs of the experience of harming others.R ecently, organizational scholars studying two different problems from two different theoretical perspectives have suggested that the experience of benefiting otherscan enable service employees to copewith the experience of harming others. In developing atheoretical frameworktoexplain how employees construct positive identities in stigmatizedwork, Ashforth and Kreiner (1999) proposed that service employees are able to justify doing harmtoothersbyreframing, recalibrating and refocusing their attention to the ways in which their jobs are beneficial to others, therebyavoiding distress(see also Ashforth & Anand, 2 003) . Similarly,i naconceptual papere xploring howe mployees cope with 'necessaryevils', tasks that require harming othersinthe interest of aperceived greater good, Molinsky and Margolis (2005) proposed that causing harmi sm orej ustifiable and less distressing when employees experience their actions as benefiting others. While appealingintuitively, these claims have not yetbeen theoretically developed nor empiricallyt ested. We propose that perceived prosocial impact moderates the relationship between perceived antisocial impact and well-being. As will be elaborated below,t he logic behind this claim is that when employees experience their actions as benefiting others, theyare able to justify the experience of harming others. Thisprotects against decreased job satisfaction by enabling employees to feel satisfiedb yt he opportunities that their jobs provide to benefit others(e.g. Hackman &Oldham, 1976 ).
This also protects against burnout by enablingemployees to avoid guilt and anxiety,as employees feel that the harm is justified by agreater good (e.g. Darley&Pittman, 2003) .
To develop this hypothesis in furtherdepth, we integrate theoretical perspectives on moral identity (e.g.A quino &R eed, 2002) and cognitive dissonance (e.g.E lliot & Devine, 1994;F estinger,1 957). The core premise of the moral identity perspective is that people are motivated to develop and maintain self-concepts as good human beings (Reed &Aquino, 2003; Schwartz&Bardi, 2001) . When employees cause harmtoothers, their actions conflict with these moral identities, and theye xperience cognitive dissonance. To reduce dissonance and sustain their moral identities, employees seek to rationalize and justify their antisocial impact (e.g. Weick, 1995; Wong &W einer,1981) . We propose that in order to do so, employees engageinaprocess of moral justification. We define moralj ustification as the act of rationalizing doing harmt oo thersb y focusing on the benefits of one'sactions to others. To illustrate, public defenderswho often fight fort he freedom of guilty criminals engageinmoral justification by focusing on how their workp rotects the constitutional rights of innocent victims (Ashforth & Kreiner, 1999) .
Perceived prosocial impact provides employees with amoral justification ford oing harm. The logic behind this argument is that employees develop asense of moral capital, using utilitarian reasoning to keep an informal tally of the ratio of benefit to harmcaused by their actions (e.g. Fritzsche&Becker,1984; Premeaux &Mondy,1993) .Doing good provides af ormo f' idiosyncrasy credit' ( Hollander, 1 958) in repaying other people or society forh armc aused. In otherw ords, by benefiting others,e mployees develop credentials that sustain their moral identities (Monin&Miller,2001) .Perceived prosocial impactt hereby servesa sapsychological resource (Hobfoll, 2002) ford issonance reduction. Perceived prosocial impact provides am oral justification that enables employees to rationalize harma ss erving ag reater good (Bandura, 1999; Osofsky, Bandura, &Z imbardo, 2005) ,r educing the cognitive dissonance, guilt and anxiety typically associated with causingharmtoothers, thereby protecting against decreased job satisfaction and increased burnout.T hus,w ep redicted that perceived prosocial impactmoderates the association between perceived antisocial impact and well-being, such that the association weakens as employees perceiveh igher levels of prosocial impactand are thereby able to drawonmoral justifications fordoingharm.
Hypothesis 3a. Perceivedp rosocial impact moderates the relationship between perceived antisocial impact and job satisfaction, such that the negative association between perceived antisocial impact and job satisfaction decreases as perceived prosocial impact increases.
Hypothesis 3b. Perceivedp rosocial impact moderates the relationship between perceived antisocial impact and burnout, such that the positivea ssociation between perceived antisocial impact and burnout decreases as perceived prosocial impact increases.
Hypothesis 4. Moral justification mediates the relationship between the interaction of perceived prosocial and antisocial impact and employee well-being.
STUDY1 :J OB SATISFACTION
The purposeofthis study is to test Hypotheses 1, 2a and 3a, with the principal goal of examining whether the subjective experienceo fb enefiting others moderates the association between the subjective experience of harming othersand job satisfaction in service work.
Method

Participants and procedures
To test thesehypotheses, we recruited twosamples of participantsfromtwo occupations in threeserviceorganizations.Acrossthe samples, managers introducedthe research as a confidential, anonymousstudy of jobsatisfaction, andasked forvolunteers to participate. Thefi rst sample wasag roup of 377employees from atransportationservicescompany (meantenure ¼ 2.69 years, SD ¼ 3 : 60 years, 91%male) in theMidwestern United States. Theemployees were responsiblefor making salesand delivering products andservicesto customers. They completeds urveys anonymouslya taregional officea nd submitted them in ab ox,w hich wasp ickedu pb yt he research team.I nterviewsw ithm anagers indicatedt hatt he companyt ookp ride in building andm aintaining strong customer relationships.M anagerse xplained that typicalp rosocial impactsi nvolvedd elivering valued goods andservicestocustomers, giving customersspecial deals, andc ompleting shipmentsa nd deliveriesa head of schedule,a nd typicala ntisociali mpacts involved shipping andd eliveringw rong or inferior products,c hargingu nexpectede xpensest o customers, andc ompletingshipments andd eliveriesbehindschedule.
Thesecondsampleconsisted of 99 secretaries(mean tenure ¼ 8.61 years, SD ¼ 8 : 54 years,9 6% female)i nt he Midwestern United States.T he secretaries were recruited in spring2004fromtwo differentorganizations:apublic university ( N ¼ 62) andacorporate lawfirm ( N ¼ 37).The secretariesatthe public university were primarily responsiblefor providings tudent andf aculty supporti nl iterature,s cience anda rtsd epartments. Employeesr eceiveda ne lectronicr ecruiting message, completeds urveys on theiro wn time andsubmitted them to theresearchteamvia e-mail.Personalidentifierswereremoved immediately.Interviewswithmanagers suggestedthattypical examples of prosocialimpact fort he secretaries included helpings tudentsw ithfi nances andc oursework, providing valuable supportand assistance to facultymembers,and volunteeringtotrain co-workers in newskillsand technologies.T ypical antisocial impactsreportedincludedenforcing rules that negatively affects tudents, completing assignmentsi ncorrectlyo rl ate, andb eing uncooperativew ithf aculty members, co-workers ands tudents. Thes ecretaries at thec orporate lawfi rm worked with partners, junior lawyers,p aralegalsa nd clients. Ar esearcherd istributedh ardc opieso ft he survey alongw iths elf-addressed, stamped envelopes; participantsm aileds urveys anonymouslyt ot he researcher.I nterviewsw ith managers at thel aw firm suggestedt hatt ypical prosociali mpactsf or thes ecretaries included doinge xcellent work that saveda ttorneyst ime, solvingc lients'p roblemsa nd helpingc o-workersw ithh eavy workloads, andt ypical antisocial impactsi ncluded disappointingattorneysbydoing inferiororslowworkand treating difficult clientsrudely.
Measures
All items used a7 -point Likert-type response scale anchored at 1 ¼ disagree strongly and 7 ¼ agree strongly.
Job satisfaction
Job satisfaction was measured with the 4-item scale developed by Quinn and Shepard (1974; see also Eisenberger,C ummings,A rmeli, &L ynch, 1997) .
Perceived impact
We developed three items to measure perceived antisocial impact: 'My workr eally makeso thers' lives worse'; 'I have negative impact on others in my workonaregular basis' and 'My work has negative impact on many people'.W ea lso developed three items to measure perceived prosocial impact: 'My workr eally makes others'l ives better'; 'I have positive impact on othersinmyworkonaregular basis' and 'My work has positive impactonalargenumber of people'.W edeveloped these general items on the basis of both pilot researcha nd existing research. First, we conducted pilot interviews with managersa nd employees asking them to describeh ow their actions harmand benefit others. We formulateditem stemsbased directly on the terms that they used to describe their impact. Second, we consulted existing measures of related constructs of contributing to others (Keyes, 1998; McAdams &deSt. Aubin, 1992) and task significance (Hackman &Oldham,1975) ,and used the wording of these measures to provideg uidelines fors trengthening our items.
Data analysis
To asses our hypotheses, we conducted two sets of analyses. To test Hypothesis 1that perceived prosocial impact and perceived antisocial impact are distinct, we followed the steps recommended in the measurement literature (e.g. Bentler &D udgeon, 1996; Kline, 1998) . We began by conducting an exploratoryfactor analysis using principal axis factoring with maximumlikelihoodestimation procedures and an oblique rotation. To provideamore rigorous examination of this hypothesis, we then conducted a confirmatoryfactor analysis using structural equation modelling in EQS softwareversion 6.1 with maximum likelihood estimation procedures.
To test Hypotheses 2a and 3a, that perceived antisocial impact is negatively associated with job satisfaction and that perceived prosocial impact moderates this association, we conducted hierarchical OLS regression analyses following the procedures recommended by Aiken and West (1991; see also Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003) . We began by centring the perceived antisocial impact and perceived prosocial impact variables,subtracting their means, and then multiplied the two centred variables to create acontinuous interaction term.Inthe first step of the regression, we enteredadummy variable of occupationalc ategory( 1 ¼ transportation services, 2 ¼ secretarial). In the second step,w ee ntered the centred perceived antisocial impacta nd perceived prosocial impact variables.I nt he third step,w ee ntered the interaction termr epresenting the product of the two perceived impact variables.
Results
Means, standardd eviations,r eliability coefficients and correlations fort he measures appear in Table 1 . Consistent with the hypothesis that perceived prosocial and antisocial impactwould load ontoseparate factors,ane xploratoryfactor analysis revealed atwofactorsolution (eigenvalues ¼ 2.48 and 1.67,respectively). The two factorsexplained 69.06% of the variance,and the loadings are displayed in Table2.For the confirmatory factoranalysis, the model, which is depicted in Figure 1 , displayed excellent fit with the data, x 2 ð 8 Þ¼17: 39, NNFI ¼ .97, CFI ¼ .99, SRMR ¼ .043,R MSEA ¼ .055, RMSEA confidencei nterval (.018, .090). The correlation coefficient of 2 .22 fort he latent perceived prosocial and antisocial impact factors indicates that the two perceptions share less than 5% of their variance, supporting Hypothesis 1.
Turning to Hypotheses 2a and3a, theresults of OLSregression analyses aredisplayed in Table3 .P erceiveda ntisociali mpactw as negatively associated with jobs atisfaction (supportingHypothesis2a),perceived prosocialimpactwas positively associated with job 
Discussion
These findings are consistent with the hypotheses presented aboutt he relationship between perceived impact and job satisfaction in service work. Perceptions of antisocial and prosocial impact appear to lie on separate continua, and perceived antisocial impact was negatively associated with job satisfaction. Perceived prosocial impact moderated this relationship, such that as perceived prosocial impact increased, the negative relationship between perceived antisocial impact and job satisfaction decreased. The results thus providei nitial support fort he hypothesis that perceived prosocial impactm ay protecta gainst the negative association between perceived antisocial impactand job satisfaction in service work. 
STUDY2 :B URNOUT
Our second study is directed at testing Hypotheses 2b, 3b and 4. We seek to extendthe findings of Study 1b ya ddressingt hree important limitations. First, in Study 1, we hypothesized that perceived prosocial impact would protect against the noxious effects of perceived antisocial impact by enablingemployees to justify harming others. However, we did not directly test whether this justification mechanism mediated the relationships observed. Accordingly,i nt his study,w ee mpirically examine whether perceived prosocial impact enables employees to justify harming others.Second, our overarching goal in Study 1was to examinethe role of perceived prosocial and antisocial impact in employee well-being, but we focused exclusivelyonjob satisfaction as an indicator at the positive end of the well-being continuum. If our predictions are correct, asimilar pattern of results should emergefor burnout, asubjective experience at the negative endofthe well-being continuum. As such, in Study 2, we focus our theoretical and empirical attention on the role of perceived prosocial and antisocial impact in predictingburnout.
Third, in Study 1, we did not measure and control foro therf actorst hat have been shown to influence subjective experiencea tw ork. If the interaction between perceptions of prosocial and antisocial impact is to be of unique valueinpredicting and explaining subjective experiences such as job satisfaction and burnout, it is important to examine whether theyexplain variance in these outcomesabove and beyond other key influences. As such, in Study 2, we control forjob, organizational and individual factors previouslys howntob ei mportant influences on burnout. At the job level, researchers have found that job demands, job control and workload are job characteristics linked directly to burnout (e.g. Halbesleben &Buckley, 2004; Maslach et al.,2001; Sonnentag, Brodbeck, Heinbokel, &Stolte, 1994; Spector &Jex,1998) . At the organizational level, environmentalu ncertainty significantly influencesb urnout (Zapf, Seifert, Schmutte, Mertini, &Holz, 2001) .Atthe demographic level, marital status is shown to be among the strongest demographicp redictorso fb urnout, with married employees experiencing lower levels of burnout than single employees (Cordes &D ougherty,1993) .
Method
Participants and procedures
In light of evidence that teaching is ah uman service occupation in which burnout is unusually common (Maslach et al.,2001) , we recruited asample of teachers to participate in this study.Seventy-nine secondaryeducation teachers (mean tenure ¼ 13.93y ears, SD ¼ 11: 14 years, 59.5%female) from alarge, upper/middle class suburban high school in the MidwesternUnited States volunteered to complete surveys. The teacherstaught a variety of subjects, including regular education courses in math, natural sciences (e.g. physics, biology,chemistry), social sciences(e.g. political science, psychology,sociology, economics) and humanities (e.g. English, foreignlanguages, history, literature), as well as special education courses. The teachers completed surveys in fall 2004 during as taff development meeting on aday devoted entirely to staffdevelopment. Aresearchervisited the organization and asked forvolunteerstoparticipate in astudy of the factors that affect burnout at work. All employees were informed that participation was voluntarya nd anonymous. Thosewho were willingtocomplete surveys submitted them directly to the researcher.The incentive forparticipation was that uponcompletion of the study,their aggregated data would be synthesized to offer recommendations to the organization's administrationfor improving the educators'experiences at work.
Measures
To gain ad eeper understanding of how the teachersp erceived their actions as having prosocial and antisocial impact, and to increase the probability that their perceptions would be grounded in concretee xperiences (Weiss, 2002) ,t he first section of the surveys presented teachersw ith the following instructions: 'Wea re interested in understanding how youe xperience the positive and negative impact that you have on othersatwork. By positive impact, we are referring to any action that benefits others. By negative impact, we mean any action that harms or negatively affects others'. The teacherswere then asked to list three situations in which theyf elt theyh ad ap ositive impactonothers and three situations in which theyfelt theyhad anegative impact on others. The three most common categories listed in teachers' descriptions of prosocial impactw erei mproving student learning and performance (78.48% of teachers), providing mentoring, advice, and social and emotional supportt os tudents (64.56%), and volunteering for, participating in, and organizing after-school student groups, clubs, activities and events (27.85%). The three most commonc ategoriesl isted in teachers' descriptions of antisocial impactw ere disciplining, reprimanding, embarrassing or speakingrudely to students during class (54.44% of teachers), failingstudents (37.97%) and delivering bad news to parentsa bout their children, such as poorg rades, behavioural problems or insufficient credits to graduate (22.78%).
For the quantitative items, to prevent responseo rder effects (see Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, &Podsakoff, 2003, forareview) , four versions of the surveyinstrument were administered,each identical in content but differing in arrangement of questions. 1 Unless otherwise indicated, the items used a7 -point Likert-type scale anchored at 1 ¼ disagree strongly and 7 ¼ agree strongly.
Perceived impact
We measured perceived prosocial impact and perceived antisocial impact with the same items as in Study 1.
Burnout
We measured burnoutw ith1 3i tems fromt he emotionale xhaustion and depersonalization subscales of the Maslach Burnout Inventory ( Maslach &J ackson, 1981) .C onsistent with prior research( e.g.B est et al.,2 005),w ec omputed am ean of the subscales to represent burnout. The emotional exhaustionsubscale includes items such as 'I feel burnedo ut from my work' and the depersonalization subscale includes items such as 'I've become morec alloust owardsp eople since It ook this job'. Items measured the frequency,a nchored at 0 ¼ never and 6 ¼ everyday, and intensity, anchored at 1 ¼ to av eryl ittle extent and 7 ¼ to av eryg reat extent, of emotional exhaustionand depersonalization.
Moral justification
We developed three items to measure moral justification: 'The fact that my work benefits othershelps me cope with the negative aspects of it'; 'I am less affected by the downsides of my workwhen Iamable to makeapositive difference in others'lives' and 'The drawbacks of my workdon't bother me as much because Ihave positive impact on others.'
Control variables
To minimize respondent burden,weuseddirectsingleitems (Burisch,1984) to measure jobdemands ('Many of thechallengesIface at work arefrustrating') andjob control('I have enough controla tw orkt oi nfluencei mportant outcomes').W em easuredw orkloadb y asking participantstoreportthe averagenumberofhours they worked perweek duringthe last month( Spector&Jex, 1998). We measured environmentalu ncertaintyw itht hree itemsadapted from scales discussedbyMilliken(1987): 'I feel asense of uncertaintyinmy job';'Ican foreseewhatwork-relatedsituationswillarise in thefuture' (reverse-scored)and 'I canaccuratelypredict theoutcomesofmydecisions or co-workers' decisions' (reversescored). Finally, we measured marital status with acategorical question (singlevs. married).
Data analysis
We conductedt wo sets of analyses to test ourh ypotheses. First, as in Study1 ,t ot est Hypotheses 2b and3 b, that perceiveda ntisociali mpacti sp ositively associated with burnouta nd that perceivedp rosocial impact moderatest hisa ssociation,w ec onducted hierarchical OLSregression analyses accordingtothe procedures suggestedbyAiken and West seealsoCohen et al. ,2003) .Inadditiontothe fivecontrol variablesdiscussed above, we included theproduct of centred jobdemands andjob controlvariables basedon evidence that thet wo variables interact to predictb urnout( e.g. vanV egchel,d eJ onge, Söderfeldt, Dormann,&Schaufeli, 2004) . We centredthe perceivedantisocialand prosocial impact variables, multiplied them to create an interactionterm, andregressedburnout on theset hree variablesa nd thec ontrol variableso fj ob demandsa nd environmental uncertainty. Second,t oe xamine whetherm oral justification mediated them oderated associationb etween thep erceived impact interactiona nd burnout,w ef ollowedt he proceduresfor mediated moderation recommendedbyMuller, Judd,and Yzerbyt(2005) .
Results
Means, standard deviations,r eliability coefficientsa nd correlationsf or theq uantitative measures appear in Table4 .I ts hould be notedt hatp erceived antisocial andp rosocial impactsonceagain shared little variance (lessthan8%).Inlight of this evidence supporting thei ndependenceo ft he twop erceptions,w et urnedt oO LS regressionst oe xamine whethert he controlv ariables influencedb urnout.T he results, whicha re displayedi n Table5 ,i ndicated that twoo ft he controlv ariables, jobd emands ande nvironmental uncertainty, were significant predictors of burnout. Becauset he otherf ourc ontrol variablesw eren ot relatedt ob urnout in this sample,w ee xcludedt hemf romf urther analyses.
Predicting burnout
Ther esults,w hich ared isplayed in Table6 ,s upport Hypothesis 2b by showingt hat perceiveda ntisociali mpact significantly predictedb urnout after controlling for jobd emands ande nvironmental uncertainty. Perceivedp rosocial impact andt he interactionbetween perceivedprosocial andantisocialimpacts also significantly predicted burnout. To facilitate theinterpretationofthe significant interactioneffect, we plotted the simple slopes at onestandarddeviation aboveand belowthe mean of perceivedprosocial impact (see Figure 3) .Perceived antisocial impact wasassociatedwithburnout only when perceivedprosocial impact waslow ( r ¼ : 86, p , : 01),but notwhenperceived prosocial impact washigh(r ¼ 2 : 07, p ¼ : 78).Thus, ouranalysesprovidedsupport forHypothesis 3b:perceived prosocialimpact moderatedthe relationship between perceivedantisocial impact andb urnout,s ucht hatthe associationb etween perceivedantisocialimpacta nd burnoutdecreased as perceivedprosocial impact increased.
Mediated moderation analyses
The first criterion specified by Muller et al. (2005) ,f or the interaction betweent he moderator and the independent variable to significantly predict the dependent variable, was met by our prior analyses showing that the interaction betweenperceived prosocial and antisocial impacts significantly predicted burnout (see Table 6 , Step 3). The second criterion, fort he interaction between the moderator and the independent variable to significantly predictt he mediator,w as met, as the interaction between perceived prosocial and antisocial impact significantly predicted moral justification (seeT able 7). The third criterion, forthe mediator to significantly predict the dependent variable while controlling forthe interactions between (a) the moderator and the independent variable and (b) the moderator and the mediator,w as also met: moral justification significantly predicted burnout while controlling fort he two interactions (see Table 7 ). Thus,i n support of Hypothesis 4, moral justification mediated the moderatedr elationship between perceived prosocial impact, perceived antisocial impact and burnout.
Discussion
Together,the results supportand extend the findings from Study 1. Perceivedprosocial and antisocial impact once again shared little variance, providing consistent evidence that the two perceptions are distinct. Perceived prosocial impact moderated the relationship between perceived antisocial impact and burnout, such that the positive association decreased as perceived prosocial impact increased, even after controlling for job, environmental, and demographicv ariables shown to influence burnout in prior research. Moreover,moral justification mediated this moderated relationship,such that the protective role of perceived prosocial impact was partially accountedf or by employees drawing on the benefits of their work to others to copewith their negative experiences. Thus,the results of this study serve to replicate and extend the results of Study 1b ys howing similar moderation patterns in predicting burnout and job satisfaction, providing an initial test of the psychological mechanism responsible forthis relationship and controlling forother influences to examine the incremental validityof perceived impact in predictingb urnout. 
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Takent ogether, thet wo studiesr eveals everal importantfi ndings regardingt he role of perceivedimpactinthe well-being of serviceemployees.F irst, we provided convergent evidence that perceivedantisocialand prosocialimpacts existonseparatecontinuarather than occupying opposing polesofasingle perceivedimpactcontinuum.Second, across the twostudies,wefound that perceivedprosocial impact moderatedthe relationship between perceiveda ntisociali mpacta nd well-being.S tudy 1s howedt hata mong transportation services employeesa nd secretaries,a sp erceived prosociali mpacti ncreased,t he relationship betweenperceivedantisocialimpactand jobsatisfactiondecreased.Study 2 showed thes amepattern of resultsf or burnouta mong high school teachers, even after controllingf or job, environmentala nd demographicf actors likely to affectb urnout. Further,thisstudy provided initialevidenceregarding thepsychological mechanisms that mediatet hisr elationship, suggesting that perceivedp rosocial impact attenuates the associationb etween perceivedantisociali mpacta nd burnoutb ye nablingemployees to morallyj ustify doingh arm. Theser esults offer important contributions to research on burnout, jobsatisfaction, positive organizational scholarship andjob design.
Theoretical contributions
Burnout
The first contribution of our researchi st ot he burnout literature, where aw ealth of evidence now demonstrates that burnout is af requent result of stressful relationships with leaders, supervisors, co-workers, clients,c ustomersa nd patients (e.g. Cordes & Daugherty,1 993; Lee &A shforth, 1996; M aslach et al.,2 001; Zapf, 2002) . Comparativelyl ittle researchh as examined what can be done to enable employees to cope with these job stressors( Halbesleben &B uckley,2 004; Koeske, Kirk, &K oeske, 1993) .A lthough researcherss tudying 'dirty work' (Ashforth &K reiner,1 999) and 'necessarye vils' (Molinsky &M argolis, 2005) have offered initial suggestions that perceptions of prosocial impact can enable employees to cope with their antisocial impact, fewe fforts have been made to theoretically develop and empirically test this proposition. Our studies both supporta nd extend this propositionw ith evidence that perceptions of antisocial impact are not associated with higher levels of burnout when perceptions of prosocial impact are high. Accordingly,o ur researcho ffers new insights into the predictorso fb urnout, illuminating how perceptions of prosocial impactm ay offset the relationship between perceptions of antisocial impact and burnout. Ap rincipal contribution of these findings is in taking as tep towardsc hallenging traditional recommendations forr educingb urnout in the well-being and stress literatures. Researcherst ypically underscore the importance of reducingj ob demands and increasing social support(forareview,see Halbesleben&Buckley, 2004) .Ineffect, the implication is that burnout may be mitigated by reducingwhat employees give and increasing what theyreceive.Our findings offerpreliminaryclues that the opposite step may be appropriate when burnout is caused by the experience of doingh arm: rather than decreasing opportunitiesf or employees to give, organizations may consider increasing opportunitiesfor employees to give. This mayenable employees to cope with doingharmbyhelping employees understand the benefits of their actions to others.As such, our researchbegins to build acase foranovel and counter-intuitive approach to mitigating burnout.
Job satisfaction
Second, our studies takeastep towards advancing job satisfaction research, where researchersh ave amassed extensive evidence about how perceptions of interpersonal relationships and interactions can enhance or undermine job satisfaction. High job satisfactiono ften resultsf romp erceptionso fp ositivet reatment from leaders, supervisors, co-workers ( Gerstner &D ay,1 997; Repetti &C osmas, 1991) and feeling supported by supervisors and co-workers (Bliese &Britt, 2001; Rhoades &Eisenberger, 2002) .L ow job satisfaction often results from perceptions of negativet reatment from others, in the form of perceptions of unjust decision processes and outcomes (Colquitt, Conlon, Wesson, Porter,&Ng, 2001) , disrespect (Cortina, Magley, Williams,&Langhout, 2001 ),a nd received aggression and harassment (Lapierre, Spector,&Leck, 2005) . Common to these findings is afocus on employees as recipientsofimpact in interpersonal interactions and relationships-as beneficiaries of positive treatment from othersa nd victimso fn egative treatment from others. In studying the role of perceptions of interpersonal interactions and relationships in job satisfaction, organizational researchers have paidrelativelylittle attention to the ways in which perceptions of impactingothers, not merely being impacted by others, affects employee job satisfaction. The studies presented here takeastep towardsredressing this gap by focusing on how employees' experiences of benefiting and harming othersinfluence their own job satisfaction. Our findings shed light on the conditions under which harming othersismore and less likely to harm employees, suggesting that perceptions of harming othersare less detrimentalto job satisfaction when employees perceivetheir actions as benefiting others. Accordingly, our researchprovides amore nuancedview of the relationship betweeninterpersonal relationships and job satisfaction than has been offered in previous research.
Positive organizational scholarship Third, our studies contribute to the growing body of researchonpositive organizational scholarship (Cameron, Dutton, &Q uinn, 2003) and positive organizational behaviour (Luthans, 2002; Wright, 2003) .Acore premise of these perspectives is that positive and negative states are independent, and thereby exerts eparate influences on employee well-being (e.g.C ameron et al.,2 003; Roberts, 2006; cf. Fineman, 2006) .O ur results lend support to these assertions with evidence that perceptions of antisocial and prosocial impacts lie on separate continua and are independently and interactively associated with both job satisfaction and burnout.I nf act, across both studies,t he contributions of perceived prosocial impact to employee well-being significantly outweighed the contributions of perceived antisocial impact. This finding is surprising given the extensive evidence that individuals generally weigh negative information more heavily than positive information (Baumeister,B ratslavsky,F inkenauer,&Vohs, 2001; Rozin &R oyzman, 2001; T versky&K ahneman, 1992) as well as findings that the negative effects of social hindrance on mentalhealth significantly outweigh the positive effects of social support (Vinokur &van Ryn, 1993) . Our results thus build on resilience and coping research, which indicates that positive experiences can enable individuals to cope with stressors (e.g. Lazarus &Folkman, 1984; Tennen, Affleck, &Armeli, 2000) and undo the detrimentale ffects of negative experiences (e.g. Hobfoll, 2002; Tugade,Fredrickson, &Feldman-Barrett, 2004) . Our results suggest that perceived prosocial impact mayp lay an important role in promoting the positive subjective experience of job satisfactiona nd preventing the negative subjective experience of burnout.T hesefi ndings accentuate the value of examining how positive and negative states exertb othi ndependent and interactive effects on employees' experiences.
Job design
Finally, our researchh as significant implications fort he job design literature, where researchersh ave treated the impact of aj ob on other people as au nidimensional construct labelled as task significance (e.g.H ackman &O ldham,1 976, 1980; Shamir &S alomon,1 985; Steers&Mowday,1 977) . Researchersh ave focused on whether the job has an impact on other people, overlooking the valenceo ft he impact -w hether the job provideso pportunities to have ap ositive impact on others, an egativei mpact on otherso rb oth. In recent years,o rganizational scholars have taken conceptual steps to develop and elaborate task significance researcht oc onsiderh ow jobs and tasks are structuredt op rovide opportunities to benefit others ( Grant, 2007) and requirements to harmo thers ( Molinsky &M argolis, 2005) . By demonstrating that perceptions of prosocial and antisocial impacts are independently associated with employee well-being outcomes, our studies provide empirical support fort he value of distinguishing between positive and negative valences of task significance. As such, our researchh as the potential to advance job design researcht owardsam ore comprehensive understanding of the ways in which employees performj obs and taskst hata ffecto thersp ositively, negativelyo rb oth, andh ow thesej ob characteristics affect the well-being of job incumbents.
Limitations
An important limitation of our researchi st hat cross-sectionald atar endered causal inferences difficult. We have theorized that perceptions of impact affect job satisfaction and burnout,b ut we are unable to rule out alternative causal pathways. For example, unmeasured variables may affect both independent and dependent variables and inflate their interrelationships, and satisfaction and burnout may be causes, rather than consequences, of perceived impact. As asecond example, it is possible that perceived antisocial impact moderates the association betweenp erceived prosocial impact and well-being, rather than vicev ersa. According to this line of logic, perceived antisocial impactw ould undermine employees' perceptions of benefiting others, and thereby attenuatet he well-being benefits of perceived prosocial impact.W es trongly recommend that researchersconduct longitudinal and experimentalstudies to provide rigorous tests of these causal hypotheses. Furthermore, because the sample size was small in Experiment 2, we recommend additional tests of our hypotheses and attempts to replicate our findings with larger samples.
Becauseour surveys were limited to self-reportvariables,our results may be subject to common method and common sourcebiases (see Podsakoff et al.,2003, forareview) . Although researchersh ave debated the significance of these biases,t he general consensus is that theym ay reduce the validityo fs ingle-source, single-methodr esults (e.g. Doty &G lick, 1998; Harrison, McLaughlin, &C oalter,1 996; Ostroff, Kinicki, & Clark, 2002) . To mitigate these concerns, we utilized several of the procedures recommendedbyP odsakoff et al. (2003) to minimize common method biases. In both studies,weprotected respondent anonymity.InStudy 2, we counterbalanced question orders. In both studies,weused scale items that were clear,simple, specific and concise. Nevertheless, we recommend that researchersu se marker-variable analysis to control forc ommon method biases (Lindell&Whitney,2 001),a nd triangulate self-report measures of job satisfaction and burnout with observerr atings and physiological measures of stress. Further,a dditional researchi sn ecessaryt oa ssess the validityo f the measures that we developed forp erceived prosocial impact, perceived antisocial impactand moral justification. It is not clear whetherthe items used adequately capture the domains of these constructs, nor whether including negativelyk eyed items along with positivelyk eyed items will improve the measurement of perceptions of impact (e.g. Cordery &S evastos, 1993) . Finally, in the first study,t he interaction between perceived prosocial and antisocial impacts explained only 1% additional variance in job satisfaction, callingi nto question the practical significance of the interaction. On the other hand, in the second study,t he interaction explained 11% additional variance in burnout.Future researchwill be important in ascertaining the practical significance of perceived prosocial impact as am oderator of the association between perceived antisocial impact and well-being.
Futuredirections
Our findings also highlight several promising directions forf uture research. First, in measuring perceptions of antisocial impact, we did not distinguish between different types and experiencesofharm. In light of evidence that people judgeaccidental harmas less severe and morallyo bjectionable than intentional harm( e.g. D arley&P ittman, 2003; Darley&Zanna, 1982; McGraw, 1987) ,prefertocause indirect rather than direct harm( e.g. M ilgram, 1974; Molinsky &M argolis, 2005; Royzman&Baron, 2002) ,a nd experience different levels of regret over time depending on whether it has occurred as aresult of acommitted act or an omitted act (e.g.Gilovich &Medvec, 1995), we strongly recommend that researchersi nvestigate how differentt ypes and experienceso fh arm are differentially related to job satisfaction and burnout. 2 Although we believe that the general psychological process of moral justification is likely to operate across occupations, the viability of this process forp rotectingemployees against the noxious experience of harming others is likely to varyd epending on the types of impact. For example, it is likely the case that employees are more capable of justifyingharmwhen their actions contribute lasting benefits to others. Second, we are not able to rule out alternative explanations foro ur findings, especially those pertaining to individual differences. Fore xample, the bivariate associations between the perceived impact and well-being variables may be explained by dispositional differences in positive vs. negative affectivity,such that individuals high in positive affectivity are more likely to makefavourable judgments of their impact and well-being, whereas individuals high in negative affectivity are more likely to make unfavourablej udgments of their impact and well-being (e.g.B rotheridge&G randey, 2002; Fortunato &S tone-Romero, 2001; Zellars, Perrewé ,&Hochwarter,1 999). As a seconde xample, the relationship between the interaction of perceptions of prosocial and antisocial impact and well-being may be shaped in partbyindividuals' moral beliefs and values. Specifically,employees who hold an economic view of morality may be more comfortable using tradeoffl ogic to justify harmb ya ttendingt ob enefits (e.g. T etlock, Kristel,Elson, Green, &Lerner,2000) . Future researchisnecessarytoexaminethe role of individual differences in perceived impact, and how these differences affect the relationship between perceived impact and well-being.
Third, our studies provided only alimited test of the moral justification mechanism as am ediatoro ft he relationship between perceived impacta nd well-being. We recommend further researcht oe xaminet he role of cognitive dissonancea nd moral identities in shaping moral justifications and their implications foremployee well-being. Furthermore, because we were only able to test the moral justification mechanism as a mediator of the associations between perceived impact and burnout,additional studies are necessaryt oe xaminew hether this psychological process also mediates the associations between perceived impactand job satisfaction.
Finally, our studies are unable to address the conditions under which perceptions of prosocial vs. antisocial impact carry greater weight in employees' experiences. We encourage researcherst oe xaminet hese conditions in future studies. Moreover,b ased on the promising findings about the role of perceived impact in job satisfaction and burnout,i nvestigations of how organizations can promote perceptions of prosocial impacta nd prevent perceptions of antisocial impact will be of both theoretical and practical value (see Grant, in press; M olinsky&Margolis, 2005) . It will be particularly important forresearchers to examinewhether the protective role of perceived prosocial impactisadouble-edged sword, as it may enable employees to disengagemorally from the largere thical implications of doingh arm ( Bandura, 1999) .W ee ncourage researcherstoexaminewhether the moral justification enabled by perceived prosocial impacth as an ironic consequence: it may prevent employees from experiencing guilt aboutd oingh armt hereby discouraging them from engagingi nf urther prosocial behaviour to redress the harm done. Furthermore, we hope to see further attention to whetherorganizations seektomanipulate employees by cultivating illusoryperceptions of prosocial impact (Ashforth &K reiner,1 999).
Practical contributions
Our studies also offer valuable contributions to management practice. Specifically, our results highlight the importance of designingj obs to provide opportunities for prosocial impact (Grant et al., 2 007) especiallyi no ccupations that also require employees to carry out acts that harmo thers (Molinsky&Margolis, 2005) .M anagers may enhance employee job satisfaction, and prevent burnout, by attendingt o employees' experiences of benefiting otherst hrough their actions at work. Further, in as tudy of an ationally representative sample of Americans, Colby,S ippola,a nd Phelps (2001: 483) found that 'Any job can be experienced as contributing to others' welfare or not'. This finding suggests that employees'p erceptions of prosocial impact are surprisingly malleable. Accordingly,e mployees themselves may play am ore proactive role in enhancingt heir own job satisfaction and protecting against burnout by crafting their jobs -c ognitivelya nd behaviourally changingt heir tasks andr elationships( Wrzesniewski&Dutton,2 001) -t oc reatem ore opportunities forp rosocial impact. Fore xample, employees mayv olunteer for tasks that provide such opportunities, or offerh elp to others,i no rder to enhance their own experiences of prosocial impact. Such steps are likely to be especially important in jobs that require frequent antisocial impact, particularly if perceptions of prosocial impact do promote job satisfaction and prevent burnout,a so ur causal inferences have assumed.
Conclusion
Organizationals cholars have suggested that the experience of benefiting othersc an protects ervicee mployees from the personallyh armful experience of harming others, but have taken fews teps to theoretically develop and empirically test this claim. Our studies suggest that in moderno rganizations, where norms of self-interest are increasingly prevalent (Ferraro, Pfeffer,&Sutton, 2005; Miller,1999) ,the experience of benefiting othersp lays ap rotective role against the noxious association between the experience of harming othersa nd job satisfaction and burnout. Ourr esults therefore lend empirical support to the well-being benefits of advice recently offered by the Dalai Lama to contemporaryworkforces (Dalai Lama &Cutler,2004: 173) : 'If youcan, serve others. If not, at least refrain from harming them.'
